Oil Fired Heater – Instructions for Use
SAFETY FIRST
If you are collecting the equipment for someone else please make sure this sheet is given to the equipment user
to read. This sheet should be given to the site supervisor if the equipment is being hired for commercial use so
that the information is available to all users. Before starting any job, be sure to spend a few minutes planning
and understanding the hazards and risks of the activity and determining how you will control them to prevent
injury or damage.

Starting Procedure
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Plug machine into the power supply
Switch on machine
Note: Abnormal noise will fade after 20-30
seconds
If machine doesn’t fire in 30 seconds,
misfire lamp will be on and operation will
be stopped
Switch off, then switch on again, if
necessary, repeat till ignition starts
Should machine ignite and is then
followed by a misfire and stops, repeat
above
If machine still fails to ignite and continue
running, contact your local branch

When Operating
Required Safety Equipment

im
Pre-Start Checks and Safety
-

-

Ensure the machine has a current
electrical tag
Fuel tank is full (diesel, kerosene,
domestic oil fuel)
When transporting ensure machine is well
secured down as damage may be caused
to the conical insulator inside
Do not place machine in the area of
explosives or easily flammable materials
Do not refuel machine while it is running
Do not position machine too close to
human traffic
Safeguard area to be used in to prohibit
people from getting too close
Do not touch - machine will become very
hot
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-

-

-

Do not place heater to close to flammable
materials, or where dust can be stirred
such as wood dust etc
Place heater at a minimum distance of 3m
from obstructions
To be used on the floor or ground only
Position in a well ventilated area to supply
a sufficient supply of oxygen for perfect
combustion
Adjust angle as required with vertical and
horizontal adjustments

Stopping and After Use
-

Switch off at main switch on rear of
machine
Do not pull out plug from power supply
before the fan stops and the operation
and
light
goes
off.
Cool down period is approx three
minutes.
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